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BIO
I’m an editorial, commercial, lodge and travel photographer, based wherever my camera takes me.

Born and raised in Nairobi Kenya my love for the arts started at a young age through illustrations 
learning from my uncle. Lifetimes later I became a graphic designer while working for a Kenyan 
top women’s magazine True Love Magazine East Africa, My interest in fashion photography 
started here while working with my mentor/friend Emmanuel Jambo. It was during this time I 
started shooting with my phone and grew from there.

EXPERTISE
My work focuses on capturing fashion and travel in its element. I love natural light and shadows 
and how it forms interesting light against my subjects. Always experimenting with new 
techniques, I love challenging myself to always push the limits of creativity. I’m currently working 
on a series called The Dark Matter Project that is a collaboration with different African models, 
designers showcasing their unique fashion and documenting this through creative forms fo 
editorial photography.

My journey on photography has evolved to include lodge and travel photography which started 
when I joined Nomad Magazine. My love for interior work has helped me to continually 
photograph spaces from an experience point of view and to appreciate the details and time taken 
to create a beautiful space. I love playing with sunlight to bring out the essence of a space, hence 
my work has a lot of shadow contrasts and light flares.

CURRENT CLIENTS 
&  PROJECTS
I’ve been fortunate to kickstart on interesting 
projects in 2021 which includes:
• Created new imagery for The Safari 

Collection properties and also their 
new property Giraffe Retreat. Also 
photographed imagery for their cookbook 
to be released later this year.

• Photographed the updated projects for 
Segera

• Teaching photography with Lensational 
Organisations that empowers Masaai 
women through photography

• Currently working on a photography 
book.

If you need any further information please 
feel free to reach me on info@siambibrian.co



THE GIRAFFE RETREAT - BY THE SAFARI COLLECTION



THE GIRAFFE RETREAT - BY THE SAFARI COLLECTION



SASAAB - BY THE SAFARI COLLECTION



SEGERA - LAIKIPIA



SEGERA - LAIKIPIA



LENGISHU HOUSE  - LAIKIPIA



KIFARU HOUSE - LEWA



COZY POINTS - MALINDI



COZY POINTS - MALINDI



RAGATI  - MT KENYA
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